Current and Emerging Applications of Droplet Digital PCR in Oncology.
The clinical management of cancer has evolved in recent years towards more personalized strategies that require a comprehensive knowledge of the complex molecular features involved in tumor growth and evolution, and the development of drug resistance mechanisms leading to disease progression. Droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) has become one of the most accurate and reliable tools for the examination of genetic alterations in a wide variety of cancers because of its high sensitivity and specificity. ddPCR is currently being applied for absolute allele quantification, rare mutation detection, analysis of copy number variations, DNA methylation, and gene rearrangements in different kinds of clinical samples. This methodology has proven useful for the evaluation of archival tumor tissues, where poor DNA quality and limited sample availability are major obstacles for standard methods, providing less subjective and more automated quantitative results. However, most applications of ddPCR in cancer are focused on liquid biopsies (including cell-free DNA as well as circulating tumor cells) because these represent non-invasive alternatives to tissue biopsies that can more accurately reflect intratumoral heterogeneity and track the dynamic changes in tumor burden that occur in response to treatment at different times during follow-up. A broad spectrum of molecular markers have been interrogated in blood using ddPCR for diagnostic, predictive, and monitoring purposes in various malignancies. Emerging alternative approaches using other body fluids such as cerebrospinal fluid and urine are also currently being developed. This article aims to give a complete overview of ddPCR applications for molecular screening in oncology.